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The papers included in this volume cover several aspects of human capital. It starts with the role of human capital in influencing productivity, employment and growth of employment. The chapters show that
Indian States that have been neglecting schooling and health facilities have become victims in terms of low productivity and lower rates of employment. Consequently, employment cannot be increased
without spending on education and health. Furthermore, the unorganised sector in India cannot provide gainful employment as productivity in this sector is low and is also declining. Skill intensity influences
mainly productivity in the organised sector. As a result, states that have been neglecting human capital would lose on both counts. The chapters also reveal that human capital could be substituted for energy
use and help in reducing energy consumption and pollution. India is also one of the important exporters of human capital and the non resident Indians send remittances back to India. The volume indicates
that remittances play a significant role in poverty reduction and increase in per capita consumption levels. In addition remittances, unlike foreign direct investments and portfolio investments, are less erratic
and are not influenced by slowdown in the world economy. Poverty could also be directly attacked through the use of anti poverty programmes like NREGA. This volume provides an analytical framework and
a theoretical model to analyse the impact of these programmes to examine their influence on labour demand, income, prices and productivity. The volume also emphasises the crucial role of the government
in directly running education institutions. As seen from the volume government run engineering institutions are technically more efficient than the private run ones.
The Third Revised And Enlarged Edition Of The Directory Of Libraries In India Contains Much Larger Number Of Addresses Of Libraries In India. Special Chapters Have Been Added On Addresses Of
Institutions Offering Courses On Important Subjects Like Management, Medicine And Nursing, Engineering And Technology, Architecture, Law, Sports Etc.It Is Hoped That The Directory In Its Present Form
Would Be Found Highly Useful By Publishers And Booksellers In Mailing Their Publicity Material. The Directory Would Also Be Useful To Librarians And Others Concerned With Educational Institutions And
Organisations For Getting Information About Libraries In India.
p="" This book comprises select proceedings of the First International Conference on Urban Science and Engineering. The focus of the conference was on the milieu of urban planning while applying
technology which ensures better urban life, coupled with sensitivity to depleting natural resources and focus on sustainable development. The contents focus on sustainable infrastructure, mobility and
planning, urban water and sanitization, green construction materials, optimization and innovation in structural design, and more. This book aims to provide up-to-date and authoritative knowledge from both
industrial and academic worlds, sharing best practice in the field of urban science and engineering. This book is beneficial to students, researchers, and professionals working in the field of smart materials
and sustainable development. ^
This book comprises selected proceedings of the Fourth International Conference in Ocean Engineering (ICOE2018), focusing on emerging opportunities and challenges in the field of ocean engineering and
offshore structures. It includes state-of-the-art content from leading international experts, making it a valuable resource for researchers and practicing engineers alike.
Transactions on Engineering Technologies
Spaces for Jih?d in Everyday Life
Coastal Environments:Problems And Perspectives
Recent Advances in Traffic Engineering
Geosynthetics in Civil and Environmental Engineering
Urban Science and Engineering
Emerging Trends in Engineering, Science and Technology for Society, Energy and Environment

This edited volume on machine learning and big data analytics (Proceedings of ICMLBDA 2021) is intended to be used as a reference book for researchers and
practitioners in the disciplines of computer science, electronics and telecommunication, information science, and electrical engineering. Machine learning and Big
data analytics represent a key ingredients in the industrial applications for new products and services. Big data analytics applies machine learning for predictions by
examining large and varied data sets—i.e., big data—to uncover hidden patterns, unknown correlations, market trends, customer preferences, and other useful
information that can help organizations make more informed business decisions.
This book comprises select proceedings of the National Conference on Recent Advances in Traffic Engineering (RATE 2018) with technical papers on the themes of
traffic operation control and management, traffic safety and vulnerable road users, and sustainable transportation. It covers a wide range of topics, including
advanced traffic data collection methods, big data analysis, mix-traffic characterization and modelling, travel time reliability, scenario of pedestrian and nonmotorised vehicles (NMVs) traffic, regional traffic growth modelling, and applications of intelligent transportation systems (ITS) in traffic management. The contents
of this book offer up-to-date and practical knowledge on different aspects of traffic engineering, which is useful for students, researchers as well as practitioners.
The handbook contains a comprehensive compilation of topics that are at the forefront of many of the technical advances in ocean waves, coastal, and ocean
engineering. More than 110 internationally recognized authorities in the field of coastal and ocean engineering have contributed articles in their areas of expertise to
this handbook. These international luminaries are from highly respected universities and renowned research and consulting organizations around the world.
Geosynthetics are man-made polymer-based materials which facilitate cost effective building, environmental, transportation and other construction projects. Given
their versatility, geosynthetics are a vital material in all aspects of civil engineering. The first section of the book covers the fundamentals of geosynthetics. Chapters
discuss the design and durability of geosynthetics together with their material properties and international standards governing their use. Building on these
foundations, part two examines the various applications of geosynthetics in areas such as filters, separators, landfills, barriers and foundation materials. The book
concludes by reviewing methods of quality assurance and the service life of geosynthetics. Written by an international team of contributors, Geosynthetics in civil
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engineering is an essential reference to all those involved in civil engineering. Discusses the fundamentals of geosynthetics Examines various applications in areas
such as filters, separators, landfills and foundation materials Reviews quality assurance and the service life of geosynthetics
Select Proceedings of CTCS 2021
Tsunami: Engineering Perspective For Mitigation, Protection And Modeling
Bulletin of the Institution of Engineers (India).
Geosynthetics Asia 2008 Proceedings of the 4th Asian Regional Conference on Geosynthetics in Shanghai, China
Handbook of Coastal and Ocean Engineering
Select Proceedings of ARICE 2019
Environmental Stress and Democratic Initiatives in Kerala
This book presents the proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Frontiers of Intelligent Computing: Theory and Applications (FICTA 2021), held at NIT Mizoram, Aizwal, Mizoram, India,
during June 25-26, 2021. FICTA conference aims to bring together researchers, scientists, engineers, and practitioners to exchange their new ideas and experiences in the domain of intelligent computing
theories with prospective applications to various engineering disciplines. This volume covers broad areas of Intelligent Data Engineering and Analytics. The conference papers included herein presents
both theoretical as well as practical aspects of data intensive computing, data mining, big data, knowledge management, intelligent data acquisition and processing from sensors, data communication
networks protocols and architectures, etc. The volume will also serve as a knowledge centre for students of post-graduate level in various engineering disciplines. .
“Engineering Fluid Dynamics 2018”. The topic of engineering fluid dynamics includes both experimental as well as computational studies. Of special interest were submissions from the fields of
mechanical, chemical, marine, safety, and energy engineering. We welcomed both original research articles as well as review articles. After one year, 28 papers were submitted and 14 were accepted for
publication. The average processing time was 37.91 days. The authors had the following geographical distribution: China (9); Korea (3); Spain (1); and India (1). Papers covered a wide range of topics,
including analysis of fans, turbines, fires in tunnels, vortex generators, deep sea mining, as well as pumps.
The most pertinent tsunami related issues such as water borne debris during tsunami flooding, design loads to incorporate for impact forces on coastal zone infrastructure, detection and warning are
meticulously incorporated in this book.Modelling of various coastal processes have proven to be successful in the recent past, which includes extreme events such as storm surge, cyclone, etc. The possible
provisions for computational/numerical tsunami modelling and real physical modelling in laboratory are elaborated. The propagation, evolution and run-up of tsunami waves and their associated nonlinear dynamics are discussed.The significant inferences from the experts who have had hands-on experience working with the extensive magnitude of a tsunami disaster reported on the signature studies
and post-facto effects of the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami, with respect to the damages along the Indian coast.
The book is a comprehensive volume on multi-hazards and their management for a sustainable built environment. It focuses on the role of civil engineering in building disaster resilient society. This book
brings together all diverse disciplines of civil engineering and related areas (for example, geotechnical engineering, water resources engineering, structural engineering, transportation engineering,
environmental engineering, construction management, GIS, and remote sensing) towards a common goal of disaster resilience through an interdisciplinary approach. It contains methods and case studies
focusing on civil engineering solutions to reduce the disaster risk. The book contents are aligned in line with the priorities set by UN-Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction and UN-SDGs to
promote a global culture of risk-awareness and disaster reduction. The book will be a useful comprehensive reference for disaster risk reduction beneficial for engineering students, teaching faculty,
researchers, industry professionals and policymakers.
Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference in Ocean Engineering (ICOE2018)
Engineering Fluid Dynamics 2018
Mitigation, Management and Control of Floods in South Asia Volume One
Select Proceedings of ICIME 2019
Civil Engineering for Disaster Risk Reduction
Select Proceedings of CPIE 2019
Modern Physical Chemistry: Engineering Models, Materials, and Methods with Applications
This book presents selected proceedings of the annual convention of the Computer Society of India. Divided into 10 topical
volumes, the proceedings present papers on state-of-the-art research, surveys, and succinct reviews. They cover diverse topics
ranging from communications networks to big data analytics, and from system architecture to cyber security. This book focuses on
Software Engineering, and informs readers about the state of the art in software engineering by gathering high-quality papers that
represent the outcomes of consolidated research and innovations in Software Engineering and related areas. In addition to helping
practitioners and researchers understand the chief issues involved in designing, developing, evolving and validating complex
software systems, it provides comprehensive information on developing professional careers in Software Engineering. It also
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provides insights into various research issues such as software reliability, verification and validation, security and
extensibility, as well as the latest concepts like component-based development, software process models, process-driven systems
and human-computer collaborative systems.
Coastal Environments: Problems and Perspectives display the impact of natural forces and processes on man and also the impact of
man on the coastal environment. The exploitation of natural mineral resources, navigation and recreation activities are an
integral part of the problems and perspectives of coastal environments. This volume highlights various processes, particularly
sediment transport, coastal erosion and its management, landform evolution and resources of the coastal region. The case studies
are presented under each section. The availability of comprehensive basic scientific data is vital for effective coastal zone
management. There are sixteen papers together on coastal resources, coastal landforms, coastal erosion, sediment transport and
dredging and all these add the scientific information for coastal zone management. The last section of the book comprises the
papers on application of remote sensing in environmental studies and two assorted papers on surface run-off and flora of
Gondwanaland. The causes for coastal erosion, the present scenario of erosion along Kerala and Karnataka coasts and the mitigation
procedures have been explained in this book. The utility of seawalls and other protection structures in arresting coastal erosion
has been discussed and debated in detail.
This book deals with important topics of current interest, such as climate change, floods, drought, and hydrological extremes. The
impact of climate change on water resources is drawing worldwide attention in these days; water resources in many countries are
already stressed and climate change along with burgeoning population, rising standard of living, and increasing demand are adding
to the stress. Further, river basins are becoming less resilient to climatic vagaries. Fundamental to addressing these issues is
hydrological modelling which is covered in these books. Further, integrated water resources management is vital to ensure water
and food security. Integral to the management is groundwater and solute transport. The books encompass tools that will be useful
to mitigate the adverse consequences of natural disasters. This book is useful for those working in river and coastal engineering.
River Engineering is important for fluvial hydraulics, sediment transport, morphometry, desilting, trap efficiency, silting and
desilting process. Coastal engineering includes storm surge forecast, optimization of harbour, wave modelling, and shoreline
changes.
This book takes stock of Kerala's environmental decline as well as people's response towards possible alternatives that meet the
basic criteria for sustainability.
Directory of Libraries in India
Stochastic Models in Reliability Engineering
SIGMA 2018, Volume 1
Volume 2
January 1988 - June 1992
Striving for Sustainability
Issues in Mechanical Engineering: 2011 Edition

This book presents the select proceedings of the Virtual Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction (VCDRR 2021). It emphasizes on the role of civil engineering for a disaster resilient society.
Various topics covered in this book are risk assessment, prevention, mitigation, preparedness and response, early warning system, hazard mapping, engineering innovations for hazard
mitigation, and safe design of structures. This book is a comprehensive volume on disaster risk reduction (DRR) and its management for a sustainable built environment. This book will be
useful for the students, researchers, policy makers and professionals working in the area of civil engineering, especially disaster management.
This book gathers selected proceedings of the annual conference of the Indian Geotechnical Society, and covers various aspects of soil dynamics and earthquake geotechnical engineering.
The book includes a wide range of studies on seismic response of dams, foundation-soil systems, natural and man-made slopes, reinforced-earth walls, base isolation systems and so on,
especially focusing on the soil dynamics and case studies from the Indian subcontinent. The book also includes chapters addressing related issues such as landslide risk assessments,
liquefaction mitigation, dynamic analysis of mechanized tunneling, and advanced seismic soil-structure-interaction analysis. Given its breadth of coverage, the book offers a useful guide for
researchers and practicing civil engineers alike.
Issues in Chemical Engineering and other Chemistry Specialties: 2011 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ eBook that delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive information about Chemical
Engineering and other Chemistry Specialties. The editors have built Issues in Chemical Engineering and other Chemistry Specialties: 2011 Edition on the vast information databases of
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ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about Chemical Engineering and other Chemistry Specialties in this eBook to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else, as well as
consistently reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of Issues in Chemical Engineering and other Chemistry Specialties: 2011 Edition has been produced by the world’s
leading scientists, engineers, analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written, assembled, and edited by the editors at
ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have a source you can cite with authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is available at
http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
Issues in Environmental Research and Application: 2013 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ book that delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive information about Arid Environments. The
editors have built Issues in Environmental Research and Application: 2013 Edition on the vast information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about Arid
Environments in this book to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of Issues in Environmental
Research and Application: 2013 Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers, analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peerreviewed sources, and all of it is written, assembled, and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have a source you can cite with authority,
confidence, and credibility. More information is available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
Proceedings of CSI 2015
Numerical Optimization in Engineering and Sciences
Issues in Chemical Engineering and other Chemistry Specialties: 2011 Edition
Hydraulics, Water Resources and Coastal Engineering
Machine Learning and Big Data Analytics (Proceedings of International Conference on Machine Learning and Big Data Analytics (ICMLBDA) 2021)
A System Engineering Approach to Disaster Resilience
Human Capital and Development

This volume brings together innovative research, new concepts, and novel developments in the application of new tools for chemical engineers. It
presents significant research, reporting on new methodologies and important applications in the field of chemical engineering. Highlighting theoretical
foundations, real-world cases, and future directions, this book covers selected topics in a variety of areas, including: chemoinformatics and
computational chemistry advanced dielectric materials nanotechniques polymer composites It also presents several advanced case studies. The topics
discussed in this volume will be valuable for researchers, practitioners, professionals, and students of chemistry material and chemical engineering.
This book comprises peer-reviewed contributions from the International Conference on Production and Industrial Engineering (CPIE) 2019. This volume
provides insights into the current scenario and advances in the domain of industrial and production engineering in the context of optimum value.
Optimization and its applicability in various areas of production and industrial engineering like selection of designing parameters and machining
parameters, decisions related to conditions of optimum process/operation parameters, behavior of response variables, facilities planning and
management, transportation and supply chain management, quality engineering, reliability and maintenance, product design and development, human
factors and ergonomics, service system and service management, waste management, sustainable manufacturing and operations, systems design, and
performance measurement are discussed in the book. Given the range of topics covered, this book can be useful for students, researchers, and
professionals interested in latest optimization techniques related to industrial and production engineering.
Dependability and cost effectiveness are primarily seen as instruments for conducting international trade in the free market environment. These factors
cannot be considered in isolation of each other. This handbook considers all aspects of performability engineering. The book provides a holistic view of
the entire life cycle of activities of the product, along with the associated cost of environmental preservation at each stage, while maximizing the
performance.
The book is a compilation of the papers presented in the International Conference on Emerging Trends in Water Resources and Environmental
Engineering (ETWREE 2017). The high quality papers are written by research scholars and academicians of prestigious institutes across India. The book
discusses the challenges of water management due to misuse or abuse of water resources and the ever mounting challenges on use, reuse and
conservation of water. It also discusses issues of water resources such as water quantity, quality, management and planning for the benefits of water
resource scientists, faculties, policy makers, stake holders working in the water resources planning and management. The research content discussed in
the book will be helpful for engineers to solve practical day to day problems related to water and environmental engineering.
Proceedings of the International Conference in Emerging Trends in Engineering, Science and Technology (ICETEST 2018), January 18-20, 2018, Thrissur,
Kerala, India
Optimization Methods in Engineering
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In 2 Volumes
Special Volume of the World Congress on Engineering 2013
Advances in Civil Engineering
Soil Dynamics and Earthquake Geotechnical Engineering
Proceedings of the National Seminar on Applied Systems Engineering and Soft Computing
This book contains revised and extended research articles written by prominent researchers participating in the international
conference on Advances in Engineering Technologies and Physical Science (London, U.K., 3-5 July, 2013). Topics covered include
mechanical engineering, bioengineering, internet engineering, image engineering, wireless networks, knowledge engineering,
manufacturing engineering, and industrial applications. The book offers state of art of tremendous advances in engineering
technologies and physical science and applications, and also serves as an excellent reference work for researchers and graduate
students working with/on engineering technologies and physical science.
Through the creation of post-colonial citizenship, India adopted a hybridisation of specific secular and western conception of
citizenship. In this democratic framework, Indian Muslims are observed on how they make use of the spaces and channels to
accommodate their Islamic identity within a secular one. This book analyses how the socio-political context shapes citizens’
perceptions of multiple variables, such as their sense of political efficacy, agency, conception of citizenship rights and belief
in democracy. Based on extensive surveys and interviews and through presenting and investigating the various meanings of jih?d,
the author explores the usage of non-Eurocentric conceptual approaches to the study of postcolonial and Muslim societies, in
particular the meaning it carries in the psyche of the Muslim community. She argues that through means of argumentative and
spiritual jih?d, Indian Muslims fight their battle towards a realisation of citizenship ideals despite the unfavourable conditions
of intra and inter community conflicts. Presenting new examinations of Islamic identity and citizenship in contemporary India,
this book will be a useful contribution to the study of South Asian Studies, Religion, Islam, and Race and Ethnicity.
This volume comprises select peer reviewed papers presented at the international conference - Advanced Research and Innovations in
Civil Engineering (ARICE 2019). It brings together a wide variety of innovative topics and current developments in various
branches of civil engineering. Some of the major topics covered include structural engineering, water resources engineering,
transportation engineering, geotechnical engineering, environmental engineering, and remote sensing. The book also looks at
emerging topics such as green building technologies, zero-energy buildings, smart materials, and intelligent transportation
systems. Given its contents, the book will prove useful to students, researchers, and professionals working in the field of civil
engineering.
The International Conference on Emerging Trends in Engineering, Science and Technology (ICETEST) was held at the Government
Engineering College, Thrissur, Kerala, India, from 18th to 20th January 2018, with the theme, “Society, Energy and Environment”,
covering related topics in the areas of Civil Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Chemical Engineering,
Electronics & Communication Engineering, Computer Science and Architecture. Conflict between energy and environment has been of
global significance in recent years. Academic research needs to support the industry and society through socially and
environmentally sustainable outcomes. ICETEST 2018 was organized with this specific objective. The conference provided a platform
for researchers from different domains, to discuss and disseminate their findings. Outstanding speakers, faculties, and scholars
from different parts of the world presented their research outcomes in modern technologies using sustainable technologies.
Proceedings of ICUSE 2020
Proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Frontiers in Intelligent Computing: Theory and Applications (FICTA 2021)
Issues in Environmental Research and Application: 2013 Edition
Water Resources and Environmental Engineering I
Surface and Groundwater
Handbook of Performability Engineering
Recent Trends in Mechanical Engineering
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The book is a collection of high-quality, peer-reviewed innovative research papers from the International Conference on Signals, Machines and Automation
(SIGMA 2018) held at Netaji Subhas Institute of Technology (NSIT), Delhi, India. The conference offered researchers from academic and industry the
opportunity to present their original work and exchange ideas, information, techniques and applications in the field of computational intelligence,
artificial intelligence and machine intelligence. The book is divided into two volumes discussing a wide variety of industrial, engineering and
scientific applications of the emerging techniques.
Directory of Libraries in IndiaAtlantic Publishers & Dist
Issues in Mechanical Engineering / 2011 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ eBook that delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive information about
Mechanical Engineering. The editors have built Issues in Mechanical Engineering: 2011 Edition on the vast information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You
can expect the information about Mechanical Engineering in this eBook to be deeper than what you can access anywhere else, as well as consistently
reliable, authoritative, informed, and relevant. The content of Issues in Mechanical Engineering: 2011 Edition has been produced by the world’s leading
scientists, engineers, analysts, research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it is written,
assembled, and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have a source you can cite with authority,
confidence, and credibility. More information is available at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
This book is a collective work by many leading scientists, analysts, mathematicians, and engineers who have been working at the front end of reliability
science and engineering. The book covers conventional and contemporary topics in reliability science, all of which have seen extended research
activities in recent years. The methods presented in this book are real-world examples that demonstrate improvements in essential reliability and
availability for industrial equipment such as medical magnetic resonance imaging, power systems, traction drives for a search and rescue helicopter, and
air conditioning systems. The book presents real case studies of redundant multi-state air conditioning systems for chemical laboratories and covers
assessments of reliability and fault tolerance and availability calculations. Conventional and contemporary topics in reliability engineering are
discussed, including degradation, networks, and dynamic reliability, resilience, and multi-state systems, all of which are relatively new topics to the
field. The book is aimed at engineers and scientists, as well as postgraduate students involved in reliability design, analysis, and experiments and
applied probability and statistics.
Applications of Artificial Intelligence Techniques in Engineering
IGC 2016 Volume 3
Select Proceedings of NOIEAS 2019
The Journal of the Central Board of Irrigation & Power
Irrigation & Power
Select Proceedings of RATE 2018
Recent Advances in Civil Engineering

This book presents select peer-reviewed papers presented at the International Conference on Numerical Optimization in Engineering and Sciences (NOIEAS) 2019. The book covers a wide
variety of numerical optimization techniques across all major engineering disciplines like mechanical, manufacturing, civil, electrical, chemical, computer, and electronics engineering. The
major focus is on innovative ideas, current methods and latest results involving advanced optimization techniques. The contents provide a good balance between numerical models and
analytical results obtained for different engineering problems and challenges. This book will be useful for students, researchers, and professionals interested in engineering optimization
techniques.
Geosynthetics in Civil and Environmental Engineering presents contributions from the 4th Asian Regional Conference on Geosynthetics held in Shanghai, China. The book covers a broad
range of topics, such as: fundamental principles and properties of geosynthetics, testing and standards, reinforcement, soil improvement and ground improvement, filter and drainage, landfill
engineering, geosystem, transport, geosynthetics-pile support system and geocell, hydraulic application, and ecological techniques. Special case studies as well as selected governmentsponsored projects such as the Three Gorges Dam, Qinghai-Tibet Railway, and Changi Land reclamation project are also discussed. The book will be an invaluable reference in this field.
This book comprises select peer-reviewed proceedings from the International Conference on Innovations in Mechanical Engineering (ICIME 2019). The volume covers current research in
almost all major areas of mechanical engineering, and is divided into six parts: (i) automobile and thermal engineering, (ii) design and optimization, (iii) production and industrial engineering,
(iv) material science and metallurgy, (v) nanoscience and nanotechnology, and (vi) renewable energy sources and CAD/CAM/CFD. The topics provide insights into different aspects of
designing, modeling, manufacturing, optimizing, and processing with wide ranging applications. The contents of this book can be of interest to researchers and professionals alike.
Software Engineering
Intelligent Data Engineering and Analytics
Select Proceedings of VCDRR 2021
Simulation Models, GIS and Nonpoint-source Pollution
The Indian Experience
River and Coastal Engineering
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